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1 . INTRODUCTION 

The question "How are hadrons produced in hadronic collisi-
ons?" should find its answer primarily in experiment.For that 

reason, the subject of this paper is an experimental study of 
the particle production process in.hadronic collisions at high 
energies - above the threshold for the pion production. 

A wealth of experimental data has been collected in the past 
on hadronic collisions, on the proton-proton collisions in par
ticular. It is well known that most particles emerging from 
an inelastic proton-proton·collision at energies high enough, 
above a few GeV, are relativistic and their Lorentz-factory= 
= E/mc 2 = (1 - v 2 /c2 )- 1 ' 2 is large enough; for 1 GeV pions y z 
z 7, for 2.5 GeV pions y z 18, for 3.5 GeV pions y z 26, for 
5 GeV pions y z 37', for 10 GeV pions y z 70, for 15 GeV pions 
y z 100. As the collision reaction·products are relativistic, 
their lifetimes , 0 become Lorentz-dilated. The strong interac
tion range rh of nucleons is approximately as large as the 
nucleon size or diameter D0 z 1.8 fm. A characteristic interac
tion time for relativistic hadrons with nucleons is therefore 
of the order 'ho = 1. 8 , fm/ c z 5 • l_O - 2 4 sec. This interaction 
time gets Lorentz-dilated for the moving system of interacting 
hadrons, and so i_t is 'h = , ho • y. For an object with y of 
about 100, emerging from a hadronic collision reaction, the 
undisturbed interaction-free existence lasts hardly longer 
than the collision reaction leading to the production of the 
object itself - it is of about 10- 21 sec; the distance covered 
by the object is z = c•,ho • y. In other words, a produced 
object - a resonance, for example,, is like a short process 
of the final state interaction; such objects represent hadrons 
in statu nascendi, the short process is the hadron production 
process in hadronic collisions. 

The quantitatively new and adequate experimental informa
tion which has to be used for elucidation of the production 
process must be obtained within the time intervals 10- 24 + 
+10- 21 [sec] and within the spatial distances 10- 13 +10- 11 [cm], 
therefore; information about the hadron production process 
obtained at larger time intervals and corresponding spatial 
distances only may yield false ideas of the collision reaction 



products. These space and time intervals we call "short" later. 
The standard ~ethods provide information mainly within time in
tervals larger than about 10- 21 [sec]. 

Within the short time intervals, the produced hadrons 
should be investigated experimentally by means of suitable de
tector. Any detector is something which causes the objects un
der study to interact and · has a few parameters that can be 
varied in a controlled manner. Such detectors which have to be 
working during proper short time intervals of strong action 
and within corresponding short spatial distances, are provided 
by atomic nuclei 111 . Their sizes are of the order rA = 
= 1.2 A113 [fm]. Their variable parameters are the mass num
bers A or the thicknesses A(b) in [nucleons/fm2 ] of intranuc
lear matter layers at various hadron-nucleus collision impact 
parameters b - for nuclei massive enough: 

Atomic nuclei massive enough, employed as fine detectors, 
can see all sorts of hadrons in statu nascendi - all resonan
ces and may be bare or semidressed quarks. 

In this paper, results of our experimental study of the 
space-time development of the particle production process are 
presented. In the studies of the process at short time inter
vals and space distances, our experimental data on pion-xenon 
nucleus collisions at 2+9 GeV/c momentum12 - 4' and the wealth 
of experimental data on hadron-nucleus 151 and hadron-nucle
on161 collisions collected in the past by other physicists 
were used. 

2. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 

The collision reaction products, appeared in its initial 
stage - within the short time intervals and space distances, 
should interact with surrounding medium and the interaction 
should produce observable effects, if one wants to "see" these 
products and study them experimentally. The only tool availab
le now to realize such experiments is to apply single massive 
target nucleus as a fine detector 11 - 5'. The single nucleus 
has to be employed as the working medium in this detector. We 
call later such detector the "nuclear detector". The nuclear 
process - hadron passage through intranuclear matter 171 may 
be applied as the physical basis of an operation principle of 
the detector. 

The fime nuclear detector can provide conclusive informa
tion about hadrons in statu nascendi when works plunged into 
working medium of some total detector which allows·one to ob-
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tain total information about the final state of the hadron-· 
nucleus collision reactions. 

The experimental data on hadrons in statu nascendi presen
ted in the next section are obtained by means of such very 
near to total detectors - by means of the 26 and 180 litre xe
non bubble chambers 131 • 

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM THE NUCLEAR 
DETECTOR 

We may conclude, from experimental investigations of the. 
particle production process 13 ' 41 by means of the fine 131Xe54 
nuclear detector, that: 

I. In hadron-nucleus collisions particles are produced via 
some intermediate objects which decay after having left the 
parent nucleus; the objects we called131 generons. · 

II. Indications were obtained 13 ' 4 ' 7 ' that particle produc-
'tion in elementary hadron-nucleon collisions, in nucleon-nuc
leon collisions in particular, goes through such objects as 
well; the objects decay into commonly observed resonances and 
particles after lifetime of 10- 23 +10- 22 [sec]. In other words: 
in elementary hadronic collisions, hadrons are created through 
intermediate objects in quasiendoergi.c 2 ➔ 2 type collision 
reactions; the observed "created" particles are decay products 
of the intermediate objects into resonances and particles. 

III.The intermediate objects can.produce new objects in,col
lisions with downstream nucleons in intranuclear matter in ones 
turn,. and this way an intranuclear cascade of the intermediate 
objects may develop inside parent nucleus; in most cases this 
cascade is collinear with the incident hadron course. 

IV. It may be shown 16 ' 7 ' 91 that the above-described mecha
nism of the particle production process allows one to·derive 
formulas for frequency distributions of various quantities des
cribing hadron-nucleus collisions in terms of frequency dis
tributions of corresponding quantities in elementary hadron
nucleon collisions 18 • 91 • 

4. PROPERTIES OF HADRONS IN STATU NASCENDI 

The intermediate objects are in fact hadrons in statu nas
cendi. Characteristics.of final decay products of the objects 
in dependence on the intranuclear matter layer thickness in
volved in interaction of the incident hadron with matter in-
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side parent nuclei should contain the mostly adequate and pro
missing data on the hadrons in statu nascendi. As the measure 
of the intranuclear matter layer thickness the number 11N of 
the emitted nucleons may be employed 1213 ' 41101 ; the number n 
of the emitted protons can be used in first approximation asp 
well. It was convenient to investigate characteristics of the 
produced neutral pions which are registered with nearly 100% 
efficiency within kinetic energy range Ek~ 0, in our experi
ments; energy and angular distributions of the pions may be 
determined simply with the accuracy h1gh enough1111 • 

Set forth below, the properties of the intermediate objects 
are presented, obtained in this work and in our former experi
mental investigations 13 • 41 • 

4.1. General Properties of the Intermediate 
Objects 

The intermediate objects, of some definite internal energy, 
decay into hadrons - they emit the "quanta" with substantial 
masses: mesons, resonances, etc. It could be reasonable to at
tribute appropriate mass to any of the objects, like it is 
commonly practiced in the case of the resonant states. It is 
reasonable to expect that the objects belong in general to a 
family of objects with a discrete internal.energy spectrum, 
or a iri~ss spectrum. 

Depending on the electric charge of the colliding hadrons, 
intermediate objects may be electrically neutral, negative or 
positive. Similarly, they should be of definite baryonic charge. 

A major property of the particle resonant states, found un
til now, is that all they are eigenstates of certain symmetry 
operators: spin, isospin, strangeness, parity, G-parity, etc. 
Per analogy, it is reasonable to think the intermediate objects 
are with such property as well. 

After rough estimations of the lifetime of these objects we 
may accept the value larger than about 10- 23 [sec]. It is rea
sonable to think the decays of such objects are caused by 
strong interactions. 

4.2. Behaviour of the Intermediate Objects 
in Intranuclear Matter. 

The momentum and angular distributions of the pions emerged 
in final states of the pion-xenon nucleus collisions are pre
sented in dependence on the thickness of the intranuclear mat
ter layers involved in the collision reactions; the thickness 
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may be expressed in nucleons per some area element S=lO [fm2 ]; 

instead of this unit protons per S were used, and then the 
number n of the protons emitted from the target nucleus is 
simply tie measure of the intranuclear matter layer thickness 
A in [protons/SJ involved in a collision reaction 12 ' 31 , n =AS, 
figs.1-3. P 

The mostly evident property of the created pions is that the 
longitudinal and transversal components of their momenta dec
rease with n increase or, in other words, with increase of 
the intranucfear matter layer thickness involved in the colli
sion. 

The longitudinal component values P O of the produced PiO 
momentum are from about -600 [MeV/c] u~n to about +1800 [MeV/c]. 
For all the collision events the mean value P 0 =286±8 [MeV/c] 
and it is definitely different from various c!~sses of events, 
with various values of n; the mean value decreases from 
456 [MeV/c] at n = 0 up~to 90 [MeV/c] at n = 8, fig.I. 

The transversJ momentum P O values arepwithin O and 
1300 MeV/c with the maximum ~t about 200-300 [MeV/c], fig.2; 
the mean value is P O = 238±10 [MeV/c]. The mean values in 
the classes of evenlsTI with various n depend evidently on n, 
or on the thickness of the intranucleKr matter layer - in P 
other wo.rds. For the pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 
3.5 [GeV/cl the mean values are from 270±8 [MeV/c]atnp = 0 up 
to 170±9 [MeV/c] at n = 8. ·· 
. The mean value of the· emission angle of the produced pions 

is <cosuTI > = 0.457±0.01; about 20% of the pions are ejected 
into backward hemisphere. The mean value <cosuTI> depends on the 
multiplicity np of the protons emitted from the target nuclei; 
at n = 0 <cosuTI> = 0.64, at n = 8 <cosuTI> = 0.20. The depen-
dencJ of the cosu; on n is shtwn in fig.3. . 

- p 
The observed decrease of produced pion momentum and emission 

angle cosine values with increase of the intranuclear matter 
layer thickness involved in the collision indicates that some 
kinetic energy loss of the.intermediate objects occurs, in pas
sing through intranuclear matter. Similar effects may appear 
if the incident hadron loses its kinetic energy in passing 
through target nucleus before to come in it into a collision 
reaction leading to production of the intermediate objects • 
Which of the two possibilities is realized in fact should be 
obtained from experiments. 

. In order to obtain an experimental answer-to this question, 
one should prepare the produced pion multiplicity distributions· 
for the classes of hadron-nucleus collisions with .various mul
tiplicities nN of the emitted nucleons; the distributions-may 
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1T 
pion-xenon nucleus collisions with va-
rious multiplicities n of the protons 
emitted from +e targe~ nucleus. Experi-
mental data: - when n > o, o -

p -
when n = 0, + - when n = 6; + - pre-
dictio~s from the intranu~lear cascade 
model 1111 

be prepared in dependence on the 
multiplicity n of the emitted 
protons only _Pin a first approxi
mation. In order to obtain the 
most clear experimental picture 

0 2 3 4 5 6 of the intermediate object energy 
nn• loss, the hadron-nucleus reactions 

should be analysed at appropriate 
energy values, at about 3+5 [GeV/c] momentum for the hadron
xenon nucleus collisions; at such energies the differences in 
the characteristics may be revealed. 

In fig.4, the neutral pion multiplicity n O distributions 
N(n 0 ) are shown for the classes of pion-xengn nucleus colli
sio~ events with various multiplicities of the emitt~d protons 
n. From the distributions one can conclude: The N(n 0 ) distri
bJtions are the same for reactions with various n ~irO, for 
n = 0, for n = 6. It means that the distributi6ns are in
dJpendent of tEe intranuclear matter layer involved in the col
lisions - we do not observe signals that the incident hadrons 
lose their energies in intranuclear matter before to come into 
particle-producing collision, what is observed is that the in
tremediate objects lose their energies in passing through la
yers of intranuclear matter. But, it may be the case due to 
the energy region at which the reactions und~r study happen; 
at higher energies, both'the possibilities could be realized. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

In realizing this work, we have learned how it is possible 
in practice to investigate hadrons in statu nascendi. Maybe,• 
quarks should be studied experimentally in such a manner. The 
way for experimental investigations of the particle production 
process within short space distances and time intervals is ope
ned. 
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A question appears: How are the intermediate objects rela
ted to free quarks or system of quarks, maybe quarks reveal 
themselves in such a manner? 

In the study of the particle production process, using nuc
lear- targets as detectors 13 ' 6 ' 11 - 131 , results have been obtai
ned which prompted to conclude that the particle production in 
hadron-nucleon collisions is mediated by intermediate objects 
created first. The existence of such objects should manifest 
itself in the elementary hadron-nucleon·collisions as well. 
A search for appropriate effects testable experimentally has 
been performed in analysing experimental data on the hadron
nucleon and on nucleon-nucleon collisions, in particular, at 
various energies 13 ' 6 ' 11 - 131 • As a result, it can-be concluded 
that 112 ' 131 : a) Many such effects are known from numerous ex
periments in which nucleon-nucleon collisions have been stu
died; b) None of properties of the proton-proton collisions 
contradict the picture of the particle production process 
prompted by experiments with nuclear targets; c) The particle
producing nucleon-nucleon collisions may be treated as 2 ➔ 2 
endoergic reactions, in their early stage. 

From this picture of the particle production process, it 
follows that 1121 : 
1. The jet structure of the outcome in nucleon-11ucleon colli
sions is a simple and indispensable consequence of the particle 
production mechanism revealed in our experiments in which nuc
lear targets were used as detectors. 
2. The picture of the jet structure of the collision outcome 
observed in the CMS of the colliding nucleons depends on the 
energy of the nucleons; the simply visible many-jet events 
should appear within a definite energy interval only; outside 
this interval the many-jet structure may be detected only by 
means of so~e special analysis. 
3. The scheme of the particle production in nucleon-nucleon 
collision reactions revealed in the experiments differs from. 
the curr.ently being in use hard-constituent-scattering scheme. 
But, using relations (1)+(3'), given in our former work 1121 , 
it is possible to distinguish experimentally which of the two 
schemes corresponds to reality. 

In my opinion, all particle-producing collision schemes 
being currently in use when collisions of any sort of partic
les are considered114 - 161 should be tested experimentally in 
a similar way, as it is possible to do it in the case of the 
nucleon-nucleon collisions. 

We may conclude, from the facts presented above, that what 
we observe in this work, and in the works cited in it, that 
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the jets of hadrons are produced through intermediate ob
jects1121. In this work, we observe that intermediate objects 
lose their kinetic energies in passing through intranuclear 
matter. The intermediate objects convert into jets12 • 12 • 131 

after about 10- 23 sec. But, now many belive114 - 161 that quarks 
do not appear as such but they materialize as observed well
collimated spurts of particles, which have been named jets. 

And so, the intermediate objects may be· regarded to be par
tons or quarks, systems of quarks or partons. We may state, 
therefore, that in experiments discussed here we observe them· 
by means of the massive atomic nucleus employed as detector, 
we observe their behaviour in passing through intranuclear mat~ 
ter. 
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3YJibTaTb! cne,o;yro~He: a,o;poHbl po)K,[];aJOTC.H B a,o;poH-HYKJIOHHblX' 

· cToJIKHO_BeHH.HX . t1epe3 rrpoMe)KYTO'lHbie o6'heKTbI. B '.:lKCIIE!pHMeH.;. 
Tax, o6cy)K,o;aeMbIX B '.:!TOH cTaTbe, Mb! irn6nro,o;aeM agpottbI B co
cTo.HHHH. po)K,[];eHH.H H HX IIOBe,o;eHHe rrpH IIPOXO)K,o;eHHH qepe3 

• I • 
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.. Nuclei were empoyed as suitable detectors to study spa -
·ce..: and time-intervals of strong action. Such detectors cani 
see all sort:s of hadr~ns'. resonances'' and ma?be even ·bare I 
.orsemibare quarks- - 1n other.words,hadrons. in statu nas
cendi.They are~effici'ent owing to .high density, of·, intra-· . 
nuclear matter.In short,preliminarf results arE(:The had-
ron production in hadronic collisions goes by means of 
some intermediateobjects •. In experiments discussed in . 

. this paper·, we observe ·hadrons. in. statu nascendi and thei 
behaviour. in_passirig,through intranuclear. matter using 

· niassfve i:mcle{ as ·detectors. ·, · 
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